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Abstract
Transaction platforms supporting the exchange of
services and products between actor groups are the
foundation of many new business models. Attracting
enough actors by propositioning value is crucial for the
success of transaction platforms. Therefore, the proper
design of value creation mechanisms is a pre-condition
to be successful. Initially, the focus of value creation
was on network effects, but now the interactions between the actors are being examined more closely.
Emergent social interactions (ESI) – are initiated by users on their initiative and are not subject to top-down
planning. However, their impact on value creation on
transaction platforms has not been researched in depth.
Therefore, our paper investigates how emergent social
interactions con-tribute to value co-creation mechanisms on transaction platforms. We apply a ServiceDominant Logic (S-D logic) theoretical lens and create
a framework that describes the impact of emergent social interactions on value co-creation. Our framework
integrates the moderation of ESI-based value-co-creation by market properties. Based on the framework,
platform designers and entrepreneurs can better decide
on the design of transaction platforms in general and
the employment of emergent social interactions. Our
theoretical contribution paves the way to developing
methods for designing transactional platforms using
emergent social interactions respecting the context set
by market properties.

1

Introduction

Transaction platforms create value by leveraging
transactions between independent actors, e.g., consumers and producers of products and/or services [1]. The
platform operators act as intermediaries who enable
transactions between two or more groups of actors [1].
Transaction platform-based business models are the
most important business models of the 21st century [2,
3]. For example, 60% of all start-ups in 2019 are based
on platform strategies [4]. In addition, transaction platforms are the most important basis for new business
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ideas [5]. Seven out of the ten most valuable enterprises
worldwide use platform-based business models (e.g.,
Alibaba, Amazon) [6].
Designing a transaction platform is a high-risk endeavor because many platforms fail because they do not
attract enough users or investment capital [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to create methods that enable companies to design platforms successfully and minimize
the risk of failure.
A key element for the successful design of transactional platforms is understanding their value creation
mechanisms to attract enough actors. The scope of value
creation has broadened in recent years. Starting from a
network effects perspective [5], the value co-creation
perspective [7], that integrates customers, partners, and
stakeholders in mutual processes is becoming increasingly important.
Emergent Social Interactions (ESI) are social interactions individuals initiate without being planned or initiated by hierarchical structures [8]. Examples of ESI
are social production, egalitarian decisions, and weak
ties [8]. Social production is the collaborative creation
of primarily digital artifacts, e.g., open-source software
[9]. Egalitarian decisions replace expert-based decisions
by merging a large number of individual decisions [10].
Weak ties are ad-hoc created connections between individuals [11].
We hypothesize that emergent social interactions
impact value co-creation on transaction platforms and
that this impact is moderated by the properties of the
platform's market. Therefore, we formulate the following two research questions:
RQ1: How do emergent social interactions impact
value co-creation on transaction platforms?
RQ2: Which implications for the design of transactional platforms can be derived from the influence of
social interactions?
Our paper aims to create a framework that lets the
designer of a platform recognize the necessity to use
emergent social interactions and decide which emergent
social interaction is relevant for the platform’s purposes
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depending on market properties. Thus, we want to support the designer of platforms, whether an entrepreneur
or incumbent enterprise, by giving means to decide on
the use of emergent social interactions and the extent of
their use. We also strive to make the influence of the
market context on these decisions explicit.
We examine value creation on transaction platforms in two phases. Network effects initially determined value creation on platforms. Later, however,
value co-creation plays an increasingly important role.
Therefore, we develop a model of value co-creation on
transaction platforms to describe the leverage points for
emergent social interactions. We use a SD Logic-based
theoretical lens [5]. It uses the four meta-theoretical
foundations [7] of SD-Logic: Actor-to-actor networks,
resource liquefaction, density, and integration.
Based on the recommendations from [12], we performed a literature review to identify existing literature
of value co-creation on platforms such as [13]. Then we
develop our framework that represents the influence of
emergent social interactions on the value co-creation of
transaction platforms with the help of the SD-logicbased transaction platform model. We show how social
production, egalitarian decisions, and weak ties [8] impact actor-to-actor networks, resource liquefaction, resource density, and resource integration during the
transaction phases attract, match, facilitate.
In a further step, we investigate how a market’s
properties modulate the impact of social interactions on
value co-creation. Market properties like homogeneity
of requirements, resource description complexity, and
demand variance influence value co-creation on transaction platforms. We demonstrate our framework by applying it to existing transactional platforms and describing the impact of emergent social interactions on their
value creation. In this way, we derive implications for
the design of transaction platforms based on the impact
of emergent social interactions and in the context of
market properties.

2

Theoretical Background

To clarify the problem of designing transaction
platforms, we depict the theoretical background of our
work. It embraces transaction platforms and the transaction phases.

2.1

Transaction Platforms

Competition is taking place increasingly over platforms [14][15], and therefore, many companies are developing platform and service design strategies. However, they face several challenges [14], as major platform markets are winner-take-all markets. Research
about platforms has changed its focus several times in

recent decades. Starting 30 years ago, research has focused on innovation platforms that facilitate complementary products and services. An example of such an
innovation platform with disruptive effects is the IBM
PC and Windows platform in the 1980s [4]. A later focus of platform research has been on social platforms
(e.g., Facebook) [16] whose goal is to support interactions between individuals using digital tools. Business
models based on social platforms leverage the collected
data and capture value by targeted advertising. Today,
huge attention is spent on transactional platforms (e.g.,
Airbnb) that enable value creation between partners
with the help of digital means that would not have been
achieved without. Transaction platforms started to expand quickly with purely digital goods [17] [18] and services but later on extended to “online to offline” modes
(O2O) [19]. They differentiate from traditional pipeline
business models controlling a linear series of activities
[14]. Chain reactions within platforms lead to the rapid
growth of platforms and why platform markets are winner-takes-all markets [20, 21].

2.2

Transaction Phases

The activities on transaction platforms can be differentiated into three phases: the attraction of partners
onto the transaction platform, the matching of value
propositions by exchanging and filtering information,
and the facilitation of the exchange of services.
To attract partners, it is necessary to describe the
value propositions. They help to identify potential partners for service exchange and to inform about the offered value. The information does not have to be provided by the current actors themselves but by actors who
have exchanged services in the past. A classic example
is the description of holiday resorts and hotels on
TripAdvisor by previous guests [22]. This description
provides information on the offered services and an
evaluation of these services, i.e., actors assess the value
of the provided services. These contributions are public,
and other actors often assess their value by establishing
a quality assurance mechanism.
A variety of services are offered on one platform.
The challenge is to match the best-fitting offers. Only a
small part of all services is interesting for a specific actor. To ensure that the actors quickly find the relevant
services, it is necessary to provide filtering mechanisms.
These filtering mechanisms can be based on quite different concepts. The first possibility is the application of
classical search mechanisms via keywords etc. The second possibility is the use of collaborative search mechanisms. The preferred services proposed to the actor will
be those chosen by other actors with similar experiences
in the past. It proposes services that are used by actors
that are as similar as possible to the searching actor.
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Once the actors have agreed to exchange services,
it is the task of the platform to facilitate the exchange.
It should be as simple and efficient as possible. For a
transaction platform, this means ensuring the appropriate provision of information. For home-sharing platforms such as Airbnb [23], information about the location of the apartment and the accessibility of the apartment is provided. In addition, information must also be
provided on how to access the apartment, e.g., where the
key is located. The property owner should make it as
easy as possible for the tenant to pay for the apartment.
In addition to the monetary currency, a social currency
is also exchanged, supported by the platform. For example, the tenant evaluates the apartment he has occupied,
and the landlord evaluates the guests' behavior.

3

Model of Value Co-Creation on Transaction Platforms

The research on value co-creation on transaction
platforms started focusing on low marginal cost and network effects [5]. Marginal cost is the cost of producing
an additional service unit. The low marginal cost allows
platforms to expand their business with minimal cost
[14]. Network effects increase the value of a product as
the number of consumers of the product increases [24].
Network effects can be differentiated into direct and indirect network effects [24]. Direct network effects increase the value for one group of actors by their increasing number [20]. Indirect network effects designate
value for one actor group of the platform by increasing
another group of actors [20].
The co-creation of value has been identified as a
factor for successful platform design [25] and the complex structure of value co-creation in digital ecosystems
[25]. A first example of analyzing a concrete platform
with an SD-logic theoretical lens is provided in [23];
however, no general framework is given. To develop
our value co-creation model on transaction platforms,
we draw on the definition of value co-creation in Service-Dominant (S-D) Logic [26]. Value co-creation is
defined as a set of actors that integrate resources (operant and operand) that are integrated, accepted, and exchanged in an ecosystem regulated by institutional arrangements [7]. To identify the leverage points of value
co-creation on platforms, we use the four meta-theoretical foundations [7] of SD-Logic. These are actor-to-actor networks, resource liquefaction, resource density,
and resource integration.

3.1

Actor-to-Actor Structures

Platforms are an emergent actor-to-actor structure
that is self-contained and self-adjusting [7]. It offers an

organizing logic for the actors to exchange services and
co-create value [7]. Platforms support actor-to-actor
structures during the three phases attract, match, and facilitate, as shown in Table 1. They attract actors and enable them to present and exchange value propositions.
During the match phase, these propositions are filtered
to offer relevant value propositions to the participants.
Finally, transaction platforms support the exchange of
services and currencies during the facilitate phase [27].
Table 1: Support of SD-Logic meta-theoretical foundations
on transaction platforms
Actor-to-Actor S.
R. Liquefaction
R. Density
R. Integration

3.2

Attract
x

Match
x
x
x

Facilitate
x
x
x

Resource Liquefaction

Liquefaction plays a crucial role by separating information from a physical representation [7]. In terms of
resources, this concept means that information about resources can be more easily shared and made available to
others. We provide an example of resource liquefaction
in the travel sector. Before the internet, travelers had little information about the destination and accommodation and its quality. Today, resource liquefaction is provided on Booking.com or TripAdvisor [28] by providing digital information on services and products during
the match phase.

3.3

Resource Density

Resource density describes whether resources can
be quickly activated for an actor that wants to offer the
desired service [7]. The maximum density is achieved
when the best combination of resources is activated
[29]. Resource density is supported by transaction
phases during the match and facilitate phase. In these
phases the available resources are listed and evaluated
by using reviews and rating.

3.4

Resource Integration

One characteristic of platforms is their “outside-in”
character meaning that resources come from outside.
Their competitive advantage is not based on the holding
of assets but on integrating and orchestrating external
resources [17]. Therefore, resource integration is necessary on transaction platforms.
Following SD-Logic, resource integration is necessary because resources can never be used in isolation but
need to be combined with other resources to increase
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their usefulness [7]. Platforms support resource integration by making previously isolated resources available
in the match and facilitate phase. Platforms also provide
means for combining resources with other resources on
the platform. In this way innovation is enabled as the
result of combining resources [30].

Table 3). Then we show how egalitarian decisions support these platform phases by evaluating resources. Finally, weak ties connect people and support the exchange of services. The impact of social production,
egalitarian decisions, and weak ties increase resource
liquefaction and resources. This also leads to an increased co-created value.

4

Table 3: Impact of Emergent Social Interaction on Value CoCreation via the SD-Logic metatheoretical foundations

The Impact of Emergent Social Interactions on Platform Value Co-creation

To identify the research gap, we performed a literature review based on the recommendations in [12] and
[31] using the search terms “platform” and “value-creation” and “social” on Google Scholar. Due to space limitations in this paper, we limited the search to recent papers starting from 2016 and analyzed the first 50 hits.
The 18 sources categorized as relevant were analyzed
further by reading the full text (see Table 2). Starting
from this list of relevant papers, we started a graphbased search in two directions. First, we searched for related papers in the citations of the papers including literature from before 2016. Then we filtered the relevant
papers by analyzing the abstracts. Second, we used the
inverse citation search of Google Scholar, to search for
papers that cited the papers considered as relevant and
checked them for relevance. We then classified the relevant papers whether they address value creation co-creation and which kind of platform they focus on. Besides
transaction platforms, we also considered innovation
platforms [1] and social platforms [16]. We found that
value creation is discussed for all three types of platforms. However, value co-creation is only investigated
on innovation and social platforms. Hein et al. [32] analyze asymmetric innovation platforms. The investigations of social platforms [33] [34] do not consider transactions.
Table 2: Selected relevant papers
Value Creation
Innovation
[35], [36]
platforms
Transaction
[38] [39]
Platforms
Social Platforms [40] [16] [41] [42, 43,
44] [45, 46, 47, 48]

Value Co-Creation
[32], [37]

[33] [34]

In our emergent social interactions (ESI) analysis,
we take the model of Lusch, Vargo, and Tanniru in [29]
and investigate how the ESIs social production, weak
ties, and egalitarian decisions influence resource liquefaction and resource density. We draw on the three
phases of transaction platforms to detail our analysis: attract, match, and facilitate. We start by analyzing how
the information provided by social production supports
the exchange of information on value propositions (see

Social
Production
Egalitarian
Decisions
Weak Ties

4.1

Actor-toActor
Networks

Resource
Liquefaction

x

x
x

Resource Resource
Density Integration
x
x

x

Social Production

Social production refers to an organization of production in which the steps and the associated results are
determined by combining the decisions of individuals
and not by a hierarchically prescribed plan [9]. Thus, social production implicitly creates an actor-to-actor network bottom up. This network is self-contained and selfadjusting [7]. Furthermore, it provides an organizing
logic for the actors to exchange services [7].
Social production is an important means to increase
resource liquefaction. The initiative to add or adapt information is not given by an external plan but is left to
the initiative of the users. The decision about the information design is also up to the users. So, the user can
decide on the type and amount of information used to
describe the resources. The additional information on
resources supports exchanging information on value
propositions and filtering value propositions.
Social production also improves resource integration by enabling resource integration on behalf of independent decisions of individuals, not required to be part
of a global plan from a hierarchical management organization. E.g., private rooms are resources integrated on
the Airbnb platform by the decision of the owner. Comments and reviews of clients supplement the description
of the room. Thus, the quality of integrated resources is
assured by the public visibility of production results and
the review of the community [8]. The publicity of contributions in social production leads to much more comprehensive quality control since it is in the producer's
interest to fulfill all quality criteria and not only those
set hierarchically [8]. The quantity and quality of the
contributions increase as well as the social capital of the
producer [9].
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4.2

Egalitarian Decisions

Egalitarian decisions increase resource liquefaction
by providing resource evaluations for those resources
where an expert-based evaluation would not be feasible,
e.g., because it would not be economical. Egalitarian decisions [49] are decisions based on an equal contribution
of each participating person. Instead of identifying persons as “experts” that are attributed a higher degree of
competency than others, egalitarian decisions are based
on combining the individual decisions of the largest possible collective [8]. In this way expert-based decisions
can be replaced by egalitarian decisions.
Egalitarian decisions also improve resource density by providing user ratings and comments that help
select products and services. Especially for rarely used
resources, it is difficult to identify experts a priori that
properly determine the quality of the resources [17].
Thus, egalitarian decisions can provide more reliable information on the quality of resources.

4.3

Weak Ties

Weak Ties are relationships between individuals
within organizations and across organizational boundaries that emerge without hierarchical definition, e.g., by
chance or on the initiative of the individual [11].
Weak ties support the bottom-up creation of actorto-actor structures. Thus, they support the exchange of
services on transaction platforms and the co-creation of
value.
Weak ties also connect the people involved during
service exchange and thus enable the exchange of
knowledge as an operant resource. In this way, resource
density is increased by weak ties.

5

As discussed above, social production, weak ties,
and egalitarian decisions increase resource liquefaction
and density. We use three established factors from market theory [50]: homogeneity of value proposition, resource description, and demand variance.
First, we examine whether the homogeneous or heterogeneous requirements of platform users influence the
added value. Then we examine whether the description
of resources with few and quantitative criteria (as opposed to many and qualitative criteria) influences value
co-creation. Finally, we also consider the influence of
the variance of user demands, expressed as a short tail
or long tail orientation, on value co-creation.

Modulation of Value co-creation by
Market Properties

The development of platforms is often under considerable time pressure, and only limited resources are
available. Therefore, it is important to use the available
resources in a targeted manner and prioritize the
measures to build the platform on promising the fastest
growth. Furthermore, being early in the market is a crucial success factor for platforms [2].
We do not assume that the identified contributions
of ESI are equal for all platforms. Therefore, to allocate
the available ones optimally, we develop a framework
that describes the influence of external factors on the
value co-creation by ESI. Therefore, we demonstrate
our framework by showing how certain market properties modulate value co-creation by social interaction
[25].

Figure 1: Framework describing the moderation of ESIbased value-co-creation by market-properties

5.1

Homogeneity or Heterogeneity of Value
propositions

The value propositions on a platform may be homogeneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous means that
the value propositions can be abstracted to a common
type parameterized and configured. An example of a
platform with homogeneous value propositions is the
ride-sharing platform Uber. The users want to be
brought from A to B and have common speed, security,
and comfort requirements. On the other hand, a platform
with very heterogeneous value propositions is TripAdvisor. Its users have different expectations of what to do
at many holiday locations: some want to visit cultural
sites, and others sunbathe.
Resource Liquefaction - Customers create quite
different descriptions and evaluations of the same resource on platforms with heterogeneous value propositions such as TripAdvisor. Through ESI, in particular
social production, it is possible to capture this differentiated evaluation of resources regarding their fulfillment
requirements. ESI are, therefore, particularly suitable
for platforms with heterogeneous value propositions.
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Resource Density - The heterogeneity of value
propositions also impacts the matching of user requests
with service offerings. It causes that the same service
that suits the requirements of user A well does not fulfill
the requirements of user B at all. ESI provide the possibility to differentiate matching decisions according to
the user's set of requirements. Again, the travel industry
can serve as an example. ESI can help to have a high
resource density because the needs of the travelers are
very heterogeneous and the tourism services available
are difficult to describe.

5.2

Quantitative or Qualitative Resource
Description

The differentiation whether resources can be described with few and quantitative criteria or needs qualitative ones is orthogonal to the previous differentiation
of value propositions. For, e.g., electronic parts can often be identified with a part number only; other resources such as wine are difficult to describe completely
with quantitative elements only.
Resource Liquefaction - ESI enable the liquefaction of resources that need different qualitative criteria
for description. Such a list is non-deterministic, which
means it is impossible to specify the criteria in an a priori. Instead, emergent interactions such as social production help provide a resource description that is as
comprehensive as possible.
Resource Density - Matching resources with different qualitative criteria with demand is much easier
through emergent interactions, e.g., egalitarian decisions. The use of egalitarian decisions helps to consider
the diversity of the matching criteria by using the similarity of the resources as a criterion.
Emergent social interactions are helpful if the resources cannot be described by a few clearly defined criteria but by many criteria that can only be represented
qualitatively.

Resource Liquefaction - By using social production, the cost of creating the description can be reduced
to near zero. Thus, social production enables the externalization of service and product description. The use of
social production is especially important for platforms
that support a long tail strategy. Through social production, products and services can be described and evaluated even if these are rarely in demand.
Resource Density - When selecting resources that
belong to the long tail, there is often the problem that
there are very few previous resource configurations.
Classical mechanisms such as recommender systems are
difficult to use. Here too, externalization (e.g., consumers comments etc.) offers a way out. Using the description already created by social production facilitated by
egalitarian decisions such as evaluation and rating of
services, decisions concerning long-tail resources can
be externalized to users. In this way, many decisions become coachable in the first place, and the requirements
are significantly reduced.

6

Demonstration

We demonstrate [52] the framework we have created by applying it to different transactional platforms
and develop implications for platform design. For this
purpose, we have created a cube (see Figure 2) visualizing the mediating impact of market properties on the
value co-creation of platforms through ESI as described
in the previous section. In this way, we can describe the
combination of market properties with the highest or
lowest impact on value co-creation.

Long Tail

Demand Variance

Platforms can be differentiated according to the
variance of demand. That means whether a short or long
tail [51] strategy is pursued. Again, UBER may serve as
an example of platforms with low variance. UBER offers one type of service, the transport from A to B. However, on other platforms, there is a high variance of service requests. For example, on TripAdvisor, highly frequented restaurants and restaurants with a very low demand can attract interest. That means TripAdvisor is
pursuing a long tail strategy [51] to integrate services or
resources seldom used. Nevertheless, it is necessary to
assure resource liquefaction and resource density.

Vivino

Short Tail

Qualitative

5.3

TripAdvisor

Demand
Variance

Strongest
Impact of
ESI on
Value CoCreation

(Jobplatforms)

Ressource
Description

Grubhub

Github

booking.com

Quantitative

Uber

Homogeneous

Heterogeneous

Value Propositions
Lowest Impact of ESI on
Value Co-Creation

Figure 2: Cube of Value-Co-Creation influenced by
Market-Properties

Using this cube of value co-creation, implications
on platform design can be derived. The cube dimensions
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represent the three market properties that moderate the
impact of ESI on value co-creation on platforms. They
are homogeneity or heterogeneity of user requirements,
quantitative or qualitative resource descriptions, and demand variance. The cube expresses that the usage of ESI
is more effective. The higher the heterogeneity of the
potential user requirements, the higher the number of
qualitative criteria for the resources, and the stronger the
long tail character of the platform is. Or visually: The
closer a platform's characteristics are to the top, back
corner, the more it relies on ESI and the associated usergenerated content.
To illustrate the cube, we have selected five different transaction platforms: Besides the already introduced traveling platforms Booking.com and TripAdvisor, we also consider the ride-share platforms like
UBER, job-platforms like MTurk or Guru, food order
and delivery platforms like Grubhub and, wine selection
platforms like Vivino.
The tourist services on TripAdvisor have very heterogeneous value propositions (see Figure 2). For example, TripAdvisor discusses a wide range of holiday options. Therefore, it faces the challenge that the variety of
holidays require quite different forms of description of
tourism services are required. By using mechanisms
such as social production, TripAdvisor can now offer
suitable descriptions despite the great heterogeneity of
the holidays. Demand for these kinds of holidays also
varies, with TripAdvisor also covering both extremely
sought-after tourism services and very exotic leisure endeavors with only a few bookings. Thus, TripAdvisor
pursuits a long tail strategy [22]. Only through mechanisms such as social production we can create cost-effective descriptions and ratings for very rarely requested
tourism services. The criteria used to describe tourism
services are also highly qualitative and rarely quantified.
ESI, such as social production and collective decisions,
increase resource liquefaction and resource density on
TripAdvisor.
In contrast to TripAdvisor, Uber deals with homogeneous value propositions of the clients since these essentially want to be transported from point A to point B.
The description can be done by predominantly quantitative criteria such as distance duration, speed, etc. Furthermore, Uber focuses on metropolitan areas and experiences and therefore concentrates on high-turnover
connections; Uber is pursuing a short tail strategy. Service description relies on automated data collection
about speed driving comfort, etc. Emerging social interactions do not lead to additional value here.
While TripAdvisor and Uber represent the two extremes, the other platforms fall in-between. Job platforms have homogeneous value propositions like Uber
through standardized job offerings. Also, there is not
much demand variance, so a short tail strategy can be

assumed. One difference, however, is the qualitative description of the resources offered (jobs), which is a similarity to TripAdvisor. Grubhub as a delivery service has
a similar positioning but differs in the heterogeneity of
its value propositions. Booking.com again has the heterogeneity of the value propositions and the long-tail
support in common with TripAdvisor. Still, the resources can be described more quantitatively than qualitatively because they address hotel rooms.
These examples show how our framework can support the design of transaction platforms. Whether the
user requirements are homogeneous or heterogeneous,
whether the resources can be described employing quantitative or qualitative attributes, and what type of demand is prevailing, the importance of emergent social
interactions can be decided.

7

Discussion

It is of crucial importance to allocate the resources
for a platform to maximize value co-creation. To accomplish this, the understanding of the mechanism of value
co-creation is decisive. Research on post-Tayloristic organizations identified three types of emergent interactions: social production, weak ties, and egalitarian decisions. Based on existing research [8], we show that ESI
play a crucial role in creating business value that needs
to be considered in the design of platforms [25] [53].
The paper aims to address two research questions.
The first question focuses on how emergent social interactions impact value co-creation on transaction platforms. The second focuses on the implications for the
design of transactional platforms that can be derived
from the influence of social interactions. To answer
these questions, we provide two contributions to research. First, we propose a framework that describes the
Impact of ESI on Value Co-creation based on constructs
from S-D logic (see Table 3). Second, we propose a
cube that describes the modulation of value co-creation
(see Figure 2) according to 3 key market properties and
social interactions.
Previous research on platform design has not addressed value co-creation through emergent social interactions. More general aspects of platform design, such
as platform architecture, value co-creation logic, governance, and platform competition, are discussed [54].
Specialized findings from a three-year case study on the
design of a multi-sided platform are presented in [55].
The challenges in the emergence phase of data ecosystems are analyzed in [56]. In [57], platform-based value
co-creation is investigated; however, the authors focus
on extrinsic factors such as risk and customer loyalty.
Trip Advisor is used to showing the importance of
community-created content for value co-creation on
platforms [22]. However, not so much research to value
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co-creation processes focusing on interactions on social
media is available. Only a few other researchers address
such an investigation of value co-creation on platforms
beyond network effects: A broadened locus of value cocreation in ecosystems is advocated in [58]. An investigation of value co-creation practices in platform ecosystems is made in [32]. Haile and Altmann analyze the
specific mechanisms of value co-creation on software
service platforms in [45]. A case study on value co-creation through social media is presented in [33]. A value
co-creation circle is suggested, and the key factors for
developing a successful value co-creation circle on social commerce platforms are explored in [44]. We identified implications for the design of platforms based on
the finding that value co-creation of ESI is particularly
strong in markets with three properties: Heterogeneous
user requirements, qualitative resource criteria, and high
variance of demand typical in long-tail markets. Thus,
ESI are particularly important for platforms in markets
with these properties and must be prioritized to foster
platform success.
Leveraging emergent social interactions support
value co-creation but also service innovation and service
design. In this way, service providers can obtain information from the users' ratings for improving existing
services and extending and supplementing existing services. In addition, a service-type innovation is also possible that goes beyond the improvement of services. For
example, users' posts can be used to understand users’
needs and identify new types of services that users of a
platform consider helpful. These can complement existing services to improve the overall impact on the customer.
While most platforms support simple service innovation from the start, developing new service-types
places higher demands. The challenge is that this includes adding the new type of services to the services
directory and ensuring comprehensive support of the
services during the attract, match, and facilitate phases
of the platform. Furthermore, a comparison between the
offered services and the requested services should also
consider the newly added service types during the match
phase. Finally, the facility phase must also support the
new service types. This means that new types of interactions between platform participants should be supported.
An example of renting holiday apartments illustrates our considerations. Comments of clients can be
used to improve or innovate services. Triggered by comments from tenants of apartments, an innovation of the
services can be made; for example, big towels can be
provided for visiting the beach. A service-type innovation could be, for example, that it becomes possible for
the users of apartments to book a “dining with locals”

service where a local chef prepares a typical dish that
combines the meal with a local cultural experience.
While adding towels can be implemented by simply
extending the description of the existing service, the
challenge in implementing the “dining with locals” service is more complex. Thus, the “dining with locals”
service must appear as a separate posting entry which is
also invoiced separately. Furthermore, the implementation of the “dining with locals” service must be planned
and coordinated, i.e., on which day and at what time it
must be executed. Several parameters are to be recorded, which are necessary for the configuration of the
service. This starts with the number of people going further beyond their culinary preferences to exclude meals
for various reasons (e.g., shell animal allergy).

8

Conclusion and Future Research

Most of the new business models are based on platforms. However, this also entails enormous risks as
many platform-based business models fail, and few
companies can assert themselves in a fiercely competitive marketplace. Designing transaction platforms for
new business models requires understanding their
mechanisms of value creation. The most widely used
perspective is based on direct and indirect network effects, but it has not turned out to be sufficient to explain
the value-added on platforms in their entirety.
We used a new perspective by introducing S-D
Logic into the analysis of transaction platforms because
it focuses on the interaction between the different individual actors. Using the meta-theoretical foundations of
SD-Logic [7], we created a value co-creation model for
transaction platforms.
We used the model to identify and describe the leverage points of ESI on value co-creation. They are actorto-actor networks, resource liquefaction, resource density, and resource integration.
We developed a framework that shows how ESI
support the creation of actor-to-actor networks and increase resource liquefaction, density, and integration.
We further provide a cube-oriented model that describes the moderation of value-creation by ESI in different market contexts. We can show that the impact of
ESI on value co-creation is particularly strong for markets with products that have a complex description,
where clients have heterogeneous requirements and
long-tail marketing prevails.
Our research is relevant for both practitioners and
academic research. Companies can analyze the three criteria: value proposition (from homogeneous to heterogeneous user requirements), resource criteria (qualitative versus quantitative criteria), and variance of service
requests (short versus a long tail), and thus verify the
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sustainability of platform concepts before their implementation. We also showed that transaction platforms
benefit from emergent social interaction, especially if
there are heterogeneous customer needs of complex
products and services and a long-tail characteristic. ESI
externalize the creation of content on platforms such as
service descriptions and ratings.
Academic research can also benefit from our research. We extend the original S-D logic value co-creation model by applying it to transaction platforms and
showing the influence of ESI on value co-creation. With
its help, the value-added contribution of ESI can be presented much better than before.
We created a different perspective for looking at
value co-creation on platforms in general. Furthermore,
we showed how the impact of ESI on platform-oriented
business models depends on market context.
Future research should further explore the role of
AI in value co-creation. AI algorithms can further enrich
value co-creation by integrating learning systems and
personalized recommendations through feedback loops
that foster user experience, engagement, and social interactions. Further empirical verification of our propositions using additional case studies is an additional task
for future work. Up to now, the derived correlations are
only described qualitatively. Therefore, it makes sense
to develop a quantitative description further and evaluate the proposed framework in the future. Future work
may also investigate whether additional market properties influence the impact of social interaction on value
co-creation.
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